Claire’s Testimonial
After a stressful day prior to my appointment & due to the anticipation of our meeting,
I was pleasantly surprised by the friendly welcome I first received when I arrived &
met Ophelia. Being in a different city, had added to my nervousness.
Ophelia invited me into her cosy apartment where we sat & chatted while we initially
got to know each other and discussed some of my clothing preferences, amongst
other things. Ophelia clearly enjoys her transformations.
After my shower, we began with choosing from a large choice of underwear &
hosiery, before undergoing my transformation with makeup applied with skill by
Ophelia. I quickly found myself relaxing in Ophelia's presence, as we chatted on a
number of subjects, with Ophelia revealing her wealth of knowledge & great sense of
humour. I was pleasantly surprised with the look Ophelia had developed for me as I
am not accustomed to being a blonde.
After my makeup was completed, Ophelia then began with a couple of wig selections
& a few photos. It was decided that on this evening, the blonde wig was far more
suitable. Ophelia then encouraged me to venture out. Although it was quite late & a
little wet, we decided to go out for a late evening walk where more photos were
taken.
I found that, although still slightly nervous, being in Ophelia's presence, I found noone giving me a second glance, which was great for my confidence.
I cannot speak highly enough of my time with Ophelia & am already trying to plan a
return visit.
Ophelia's personal attention to detail & friendly demeanour was a breath of fresh air.
I found myself reliving my time with her for several days.
I would highly recommend Cross Dress with Class to anyone who is looking for the
total experience with a genuinely talented woman who has a passion for her craft.

Claire x

